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FUNDING STRATEGIES
FOR EMPLOYERS
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course notes: funding strategies for employers
When it comes to funding health insurance plans for mid-market employers, they have
4 main options to consider. In this course, you’ll learn about the difference between:
Fully Insured Funding
Carrier-Based Level Funding
Self-Funding
and Captive Self-Funding
Employer-sponsored healthcare plans have many different names and unique features,
but from a basic funding perspective, they’ll fall into one of these four categories. Let’s
take a closer look at what that means.
The Setup
A traditional, fully insured method is a convenient, one-stop shop for employers. An
insurance carrier packages all the medical plan options, claim payment, utilization
management, and pharmacy services under their brand name. This leaves very few
opportunities for an employer to customize based on their needs and culture. The
employer pays a fixed monthly premium based on the number of their coverage tiers
and census. Fully insured plans typically do not provide any sort of reporting to help
control costs.
The next option is carrier-based level funding. It’s designed to look, feel, and act like a
fully insured plan right down to the lack of control and transparency. The employer’s
premium pays claims based on a worst-case claims projection, and secures a stop-loss
policy to cover catastrophic claims. Carrier-based level funding plans typically do not
have the flexibility and customization of reporting and plan designs available to help
control costs.
The third option is self-funding, which most Fortune 1000 companies use. In this option,
a large employer is an ERISA plan sponsor, and funds a bank account for claims as they
incur. These employers typically have thousands of enrolled employees, and do not

purchase stop loss insurance for catastrophic claims. Large employers’ sheer size and
in-house data reporting allows them to accurately predict claims. This is an attractive
arrangement, but what about for mid-market employers? Smaller companies with a
smaller bank account for claims are by nature more vulnerable to a catastrophic claim
becoming a catastrophic problem.
Roundstone’s medical captive self-funded model is a variation of self-funding, but for
mid-market employers, too. Not just Fortune 1000-sized companies! An employer
participating in a captive self-funded plan is an ERISA plan sponsor, and funds a bank
account for claims as they are incurred. Sound familiar? In addition, these mid-market
employers purchase a stop loss policy for claims in excess of their claims account. Part
of these funds are pooled with other employers’ premiums, and the rest pays for a
national reinsurer for catastrophic claims coverage.
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The Return
A fully insured healthcare plan sees the insurance carrier padding their premium rates
to cover their risk taking, corporate profits, taxes, and all expenses beyond an
employer’s claims. This method is a 100% fixed cost model, and gives the employer zero
data at the end of the year to help customize a plan that will be the most beneficial and
cost-effective for their employees. The employer does not have an opportunity for the

return of unused premiums in years when they have a good loss ratio. So even if a
company’s healthcare costs are more manageable than in previous years, the cost to
the employer (and employees) remains the same—or, more likely, increases every year
at renewal.
In a carrier-based level funded plan, the main difference from fully insured plans is that
carriers typically have a sharing program to refund part of the unused funding from
employers’ claims accounts back to the employer. These sharing arrangements vary by
carrier, and by group size, but employers may see anywhere from 0% to 50% of their
unused premiums returned to them at the end of the year. Oftentimes, the employer’s
portion of this shared arrangement is contingent upon renewal. If they don’t renew with
that carrier, they won’t have any of their unused premium funds returned to them.
Big companies who have the numbers to run self-funded health plans keep all of the
unused money in their claims account at the end of the year. 100% of their unused
premium is theirs to keep. And because they have their own in-house data and reporting,
they know where to look for cost containment strategies for the following year. So they
can keep saving money on benefits for their employees, while offering a full suite of
benefits to their employees.
Roundstone’s captive self-funded plan also gives money back to participating employers
at the end of the year. All of the unused premium money from the pool is returned to
employers, and they keep any unused money in their claims bank account. The only fixed
cost in a captive self-funded plan is the reinsurer for catastrophic claims, so 85% of
their spend is variable—and could come back to them. Roundstone also provides
employers with customized cost control strategies and personalized data reporting
quarterly, and at the end of the year. So when it’s time to renew, an employer can
review their healthcare spend like any other business expense, and make the best choice
for their employees.

